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Abstract 
The rising of the produce purchase accompany website provides a platform for 
those customers who lack of skills in selecting and choosing their products, which 
enables customers to enjoy the best service wherever customers are. In the present 
society, such kind of service is in great demand because people can find their most 
suitable purchase accompany in those websites. With the booming economy, I believe 
in the near future more and more people will expect the purchase accompany who are 
familiar with the law, clothing, automobile, real ect can give them professional 
suggestions while shopping. And I do have the confidence that the produce purchase 
accompany website will play a more significant role as time goes by.  
This paper focuses on the analysis of functional and non-functional requirements 
analysis, including the demands of system construction, system construction 
principles, system use case diagram, process demand analysis, properties of other 
non-functional description. The system adopts three layers architecture model design, 
make the coupling is reduced,  low cost and the system in a high maintainability. 
Meanwhile, the paper also describes the design, the framework, the implementation 
and the testing aspects of the system. Finally, the further development is also 
mentioned. Of course, the whole system inevitably remains some limitations and the 
perspective of them can be found in the last part of the paper.  
The system uses the popular B/S architecture, and database server: Sql Server. 
Besides, using OA System and Asp.Net technology,which has high pertinence, safety, 
ease of use and high stability. This website mainly provides users with login, news, 
personal, and order details sections etc.  The role of purchase accompany is realized 
modifying information and applying the accompany purchase. While the role of 
manager mainly deals with the management, such as news management, sales 
management and so on.  
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     a.对需要陪购服务的城市、服务内容的选择； 
     b.对所选陪购服务的步骤、价格、特点说明； 
     c.网站界面上对陪购服务成功案例展示； 
     d.优秀陪购人员推荐等。 
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